Eagle Storage Assessment Services

Do you really know
how your storage is performing?
Exploding data growth, increases in random IO, and the need for more efficient storage management is causing IT professionals to
search for effective ways to control their storage. Eagle’s Storage Assessment services provides an easy to understand evaluation
of your data’s performance, usage patterns, and growth. We use tools that gather information such as the rate of growth, IOPS,
read/write ratios, block size, file ages and file types. Through our analysis of these performance, capacity, and inventory metrics, our
engineers can help you make improvements that reduce costs, shorten backup and recovery times and accelerate performance and
operational efficiency.

Eagle Storage Assessment Services
Leverage Eagle Recon to accurately analyze environment storage activity, total amount of data and types of computing
specific to your datacenter
Provide a view into of the health of your storage systems
Provide an inventory of storage servers and arrays
Measures Total Cost of Ownership (TCO) and Return On Investment (ROI)
Identifies potential points of failure
Is performed with no downtime to your storage systems

Documentation and Deliverables Provided
Generate a detailed report of individual systems in a meaningful format
Provide recommendations for storage systems to improve performance, availability and management of environment
Propose solutions and environment re-design to optimize your storage resources and performance
Assist with planning for future growth
An Eagle Storage Assessment ensures that you’ve identified and resolved problems in your storage environment. The assessment
equips us with right data to integrate a more efficient storage solution that best fits your business needs and budget. The result is an
optimized storage environment that adds increased business value to your organization.
For more information, contact us today at 800.477.5432.
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